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 ACALYPHA PENDULA
	 	 color	 flower
 < Firetail (P) red

 ANGELONIA ALONIA
	 	 color	 flower
 Big Blue (P) blue
 Big Dark Pink (P) dark pink
 Big Snow (P) white
 < Pink Flirt (P) pink
 Dark Lavender (P) purple

 ARGYRANTHEMUM FRUTESCENS
	 	 color	 flower
 < Angelic Burgundy (P) pink  large
 Angelic Giant Pink (P) light pink large
 Angelic Ruby (P) light pink medium

 < Everest (P) white large
	 Maize	(P)	 yellow	 filled
 Mars (P) white  medium
 Neptune (P) white small

 ASTERICUS MARITIMUM
	 	 color	 flower
 < Golden Dollar yellow

 BEGONIA SEMPERFLORENS DOUBLET
	 	 color	 flower
 Pink (P) pink
 < Red (P) red
 Rose (P) rose
 White (P) white
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 BACOPA SUTERA SCOPIA
	 	 color	 flower
 < Double	Indigo	(P)	 blue	 filled
	 Double	Lavender	(P)	 lavender	 filled
	 Double	Pink	(P)	 pink	 filled
	 Double	Snowball	(P)	 white	 filled

 < Great Classic Pink (P) pink medium
 Great Pink Beauty (P) pink medium
 

 < Great Regal Blue (P) blue medium
 Great White Impr. (P) white medium
 Gulliver Basket White (P) white large
 Gulliver Blue (P) blue large
 Gulliver Blue Sensation (P) blue large
 Gulliver Compact White (P) white small

 < Gulliver Dynamic White (P) white large
 Gulliver Pink (P) pink large
 Gulliver Pink Heart Impr. (P) pink with ring large
 Gulliver Violet (P) violet large
 

 Gulliver White (P) white large
	 Snowflake	(P)	 white	 small
Snowflake	

 < Mix of Gulliver Blue, Imp. White and Pink
 
 BIDENS FERUFOLIA AUREA

  	 	 color	 flower
 Blazing Ambers (P) red/ yellow bicoloured
 Blazing Fire (P) red/ yellow bicoloured
 Pirate’s Pearl (P)
 < Pretty in Pink (P) pink large

 < White Delight (P) white large
 Yellow Charm (P) yellow large
 Yellow Crown (P) yellow large



 BRACHYCOME
  	 	 color	 flower

	 Brachycome	multifida	Blue	 blue
 <  Brachycome angustifolia 

Brasco Violet (P) violet
Brachycome	multifida	 Outback	Mauve	Delight	(P)	 mauve

 CALIBRACHOA                              COLIBRI / LIA / NOA
    color habit

 Colibri Blizzard white compact tr.
 < Colibri Cherry Lace cherry veined compact tr.
 Colibri Double Copper double red compact tr.
 Colibri Double Violet double violet compact tr.
 Colibri Fuchsia fuchsia compact tr.  

 Colibri Lemon yellow compact tr.
 Colibri Malibu Pink pink compact tr.
 < Colibri Orange orange compact tr.
 Colibri Pink Flamingo pink compact tr.
 Colibri Pink Lace pink veined compact tr.
 Colibri Plum deep purple compact tr.
 Colibri Purple Lace purple veined compact tr.
 Colibri Yellow Canary yellow compact tr.

 Lia Blue blue trialing
 Lia Bubblegum pink trialing
 Lia Dark Red dark red trialing
 Lia Glaze white trialing
 < Lia Melon terracotta trialing
 Lia Raspberry red trialing
 Lia Yellow yellow trialing

 < Noa Almond Blossom white pink veined trailing
 Noa Blue Legend purple blue trailing
 Noa Dark Pink Carnival pink trailing
 Noa Double Pineapple double yellow trailing
 Noa Mega Magenta magenta trailing
 Noa Mega Pink pink trailing
 

 
ASK FOR 
OUR FULL ASSORTMENT 
ON CALIBRACHOA 
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 CENTREDENIA
	 	 color	 flower
 Cascade pink

 CLEOME
	 	 color	 flower
 Clio Magenta (P) purple
 < Clio Pink Lady (P) pink

 CRASPEDIA GLOBOSA
	 	 color	 flower
 Gold Beauty imp. (P) yellow

 

 COSMOS
	 	 color	 flower
 Atrosanguineus New Choco (P) brown compact
 Atrosanguineus Spelbound (P) brown

 CUPHEA HYSSOPFOLIA
	 	 color	 flower
 < Cupid Purple (P) purple
 Cupid White (P) white
 

 DIASCIA GENTA
	 	 color	 flower

 < Genta Classic White (P) white
 Genta Giant Pink (P) pink
 < Genta Papaya (P) orange
 Genta Pink (P) pink
 Genta Ruby (P) ruby red
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 EUPHORBIA DIWALI
  	 	 color	 flower

 < Hypericifolia Shower (P) white

 GRANVIA (XEROCHRYSUM)
  color	 flower
 < Gold                                yellow
   Pink > pink

 HELICHRYSUM
	 	 color	 flower
 < Gold Leaf yellow
 Micro Nanum Silver  silver
 Microphylla green
 Silver Leaf silver
 Variagated variagated

 IMPATIENS SOL-LUNA (SUNLOVER IMPATIENS)

Blush (P) Dark Lavender (P) Electric Purple (P)

Lilac (P) Red (P) White (P)
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 IMPATIENS HARMONY
	 	 color	 flower
 < Apricot Cream (P) bicolor apricot
 Boogie (P) red
 Dark Violet (P) purple
 Deep Red (P) deep red
 Orange Blaze (P) orange

 Pastel Lavender (P) lavender

 IMPATIENS HARMONY
	 	 color	 flower
 Pink Cream (P) bicolor pink
 Raspberry Cream (P) bicolor apricot
 Salmon Cream (P) bicolor salmon
 < Snow (P) white
 Spicy Peach (P) bicolor peach

 

 IMPATIENS PARADISE 
	 	 color	 flower
 < Grenada (P) orange
 Improved Bonaire (P) pale red
 Improved Delias (P) salmon
 Improved Samoa (P) very light pink
 Logia (P) purple

 Martinique (P) dark red
 Moorea (P) white
 Orange Neptis (P) white with orange
 Timor (P) orange red
 Totoya (P) soft pink
 Yoco (P) lavender

 IMPATIENS MUSICA 
	 	 color	 flower
 < Bicolor Cherry (P) bicolor cherry
 Bicolor Dark Red (P) bicolor dark red
 Bicolor Pink (P) bicolor pink
 Electric Purple (P)  purple
 Elegant Red (P) red

 
 < Fine Purple (P) light purple
 Orange (P) orange
 Pink Aroma (P) pink energy

                                        >>
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 IMPATIENS MUSICA 
	 	 color	 flower
 < Princess Pink (P) light pink
 Pure White (P) white
 Red Crimson (P)  red

 IPOMEA 
	 	 color	 flower
 Blacky dark leafs
 Marguerite   yellow leafs
 Suntory Lime (P) yellow leafs
 Variegata   variegated leafs

 LOBELIA 
	 	 color	 flower
 Blue Star (P) blue
 Deep Blue Star (P) deep blue
 Richardii blue
 < Blue Hope (P) blue
 Brilliant Blue (P) blue with white

 Snowhite (P) white
 Blue (P) blue
 Waterblue Impr. (P) light blue
 White (P) white

 LOFOS 
	 	 color	 flower
 Compact Rose (P) pink
 Compact White (P) white
 < Wine Red (P) red

 JAMESBRITTANIA STARDOM 
  color	 flower
 < Goldstar (P) yellow
 Pink (P) pink
 Purple (P) purple
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 LYSIMACHIA CONGESTIFLORA
	 	 color	 flower
 Lyssi yellow

 NEMESIA NESIA 
	 	 color	 flower
 < Banana Swirl (P)  yellow pink
 Burgundy (P) red
 Fantasy Pink (P) white  pink
 

 Snow Angel (P) white
 < Tropical (P) orange
 
 

 NEPETA 
	 	 color	 flower
 Glechoma

 PETUNIA AMORE 
	 	 color	 flower
 < Fiesta (P) bordeaux yellow
 Joy (P) light purple white
 Purple (P) purple yellow
Petunia Amore Queen Of Hearts (P) red yellow
 King of Hearts (P) red white

 PETUNIA CAPELLA 
	 	 color	 flower
 Burgundy (P) red
 < Indigo (P) deep purple
 Pink Lace (P) pink
 Purple Veins (P) purple veined
 White (P) white 

 
 < Cherry Vanilla (P) white with red heart
 Neon Pink (P) pink
 Purple (P) Purple
 Soft Yellow (P) yellow
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 PETUNIA CASCADIA 
	 	 color	 flower
 < Bicolor Cabernet (P) red white
 Iceberg (P) white
  
 

 < Indian Summer (P) orange

 

 < World Purple Ice (P) pink sparked
 Pitaya (P) pink with green edge
 Purple Gem (P) purple white
 Rim Cherry (P) deep pink white rim
 Rim Chianti (P) red white rim
 Rim Magenta (P) magente white rim

 Rim Violet (P) deep purple white rim

 PETUNIA LITTLETUNIA 
	 	 color	 flower
 < Bicolour Illusion (P) red white
 Blue Vein (P) deep purple veined
 Fuchsia (P) red white
 Buttercream (P) light yellow

 Pink (P) pink
 Pink Frills (P) pink with light heart
 < Pink Splash (P)  pink
 Pink Vein (P) pink veined
  
   

 < Purple Blue (P) deep purple
 Blue Omri (P)  blue
 Passion (P) purple

  

 < Rose (P) rose red

 Shiraz (P) purple
 Violet (P) violet
 White Grace (P) white
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 PETUNIA SPLASH DANCE 
  color	 flower
 Bolero Blue (P) 
 < Magenta Mambo (P) 
 Purple Polka (P) 

 PETUNIA RAY 
	 	 color	 flower
 Baroque Pink (P)
 Black (P) black
 Bordeaux (P) red
 Candy Pink (P) light pink
 Classic Blue (P) blue

 Pink Halo (P) pink with light heart
 Purple (P) purple
 Purple Vein (P) piurple veined
 < Red (P) red
Petunia Ray < Sunflower	(P)		 deep	purple	yellow
Petunia Ray Sunshine (P) yellow
Petunia Ray White (P) white

 PETUNIA SURFINIA 
	 	 color	 flower
 < Amethyst (P) purple
 Blue (P) blue
 Blue Vein (P) blue veined

 < Burgundy (P) dark red
 Coral Morn (P) pink with white heart
 Deep Red (P) dark red
 Heavenly Blue (P) light blue
 Hot Pink (P) pink

 < Hot Red (P) red
 Lime (P) yellow

                                             >>
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 PETUNIA SURFINIA 
	 	 color	 flower
 Pastel (P) pastel
 Patio Blue (P) blue
 Pink Vein (P) pink
 < Purple (P) purple
 Purple Vein Impr.(P) purple veined

 Red (P)  red
 < Rose Vein (P) rose veined
 Sky Blue (P) blue
 Sumo Rose (P) rose
 Sweet Pink (P) light pink
 Trailing Red (P) red
 Vanilla (P) vanilla

 Violet (P) violet
 White (P) white
 Yellow (P) yellow
 
 
 Giant Blue (P) blue
 < Giant Purple (P) purple

 Double Blue Star (P) blue
 Double Lilac (P) lilac
 < Double Pink (P) pink
 Double Red (P) red
 Double White (P) white

 Impulz Purple Picotee (P)  purple with white rim
 Impulz White (P) white

 Table Azura (P)  blue
 < Table Dark Red (P) dark red

 Table Salmon Vein (P) salmon veined
 Table White (P) white
 < Table Yellow (P) yellow

 PLECTRANTHUS 
	 	 color	 flower
 < Coleoides Variegated
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 PORTULACA OLERACEA 
	 	 color	 flower
 Campino Cherry (P) pink white veind
 Campino Pitaya (P) purple white veined
 Campino Vanilla Cherry (P) red white veined
 
 Pazzaz Nano Fuchsia (P) purple

 Pazzaz Nano Hot Pink (P) pink
 Pazzaz Nano Orange (P) orange
 Pazzaz Nano Yellow (P) yellow

  Pazzaz Deep Pink (P) deep pink
 Pazzaz Fuchsia (P) purple
 Pazzaz Neon Pink (P) pink with yellow

 Pazzaz Pink Glow (P) pink
 Pazzaz Red Flare (P) red
 Pazzaz Tangerine (P) orange
 Pazzaz Vivid Yellow (P) yellow
 Pazzaz White (P) white
 Pazzaz Yellow Impr. (P) yellow

 SUNDAVILLE

Cream Pink (P) Imp. White (P) Pink (P)

< Red (P)
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 SALVIA 
	 	 color	 flower
 Greggi Royal Bumble red
 Greggii Amethyst Lips (P) purple/white
 < Microphylla Hot Lips red/white
 Microphylla So Cool Pale Blue (P) pale blue
 Hybrid Kisses & Wishes (P) pink/purple
 Hybrid Love & Wishes (P) pink/purple
 Hybrid Wendy’s Wish (P) red
 Hybride Ember’s Wish (P) coral red
 < Greggii Joy (P) pink 2 tone
 Nemerosa ‘Ostfriesland’ violet blue
 Nemerosa Dark Matter (P) deep violet blue
 Sallyfun Deep Ocean (P) blue
 Sallyfun Sky Blue (P) light blue
 Sallyfun Snowhite (P) white
 < Hybride Amistad (P) deep purple
 Nemorosa APEX Blue (P)
 Nemorosa APEX Pink (P)
 Nemorosa APEX White (P)

 SANVITALIA 
	 	 color	 flower

 < Talya	Great	Yellow	(P)	 yellow	 large	flower

 < Talya Lime (P) yellow
 Talya Sunny (P) yellow
 

 SCAEVOLA 
	 	 color	 flower
 Blue Wind (P)  purple blue
 Pink Blessing (P) pink
 Purple Haze (P) deep purple
 White Touch (P) white
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 STREPTOCARPUS 
	 	 color	 flower
 Sax. Happy Times Blue (P) blue
 < Saxorum blue

 TORENIA 
	 	 color	 flower
 Blue Moon (P) blue
 Purple Moon (P) purple
 < Rose Moon (P) rose
 Yellow Moon (P) yellow

 VERBENA 
	 	 color	 flower
 Compact Bicolor Purple (P) bicolor purple
 Compact Bicolor Rose (P) bicolor rose
 Compact Deep Pink (P) pink
 Compact Lavender (P) lavender
 Compact Lime (P) yellow
 Compact Neon Pink (P) dark pink
 Compact Pink (P) pink
 Compact Red (P) red
 Compact White (P) white

 Bicolor Indigo (P) bicolor blue
 Bicolor Pink (P) bicolor pink
 Bicolor Purple (P) bicolor purple
 Dark Pink (P) dark pink
 Purple (P) purple
 Red (P) red
 Violet (P) violet
 White Imp. white
 
 ASK FOR OUR FULL ASSORTMENT ON VERBENA
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 PERICALLIS SENETTI 
	 	 color	 flower
 Blue bicolor Blue with white
 Deep blue imp. Blue with white
 Grape Dark purple
 Lavender Lavender
 Magenta Magenta
 Magenta bicolor bicolor
 Magic Blue Blue
 Magic Salmon Salmon
 Pink Pink
 Pink bicolor imp. Pink with white
 Red Red
 Violet Violet
 Violet Bicolor Bicolor
 White (P) White with Blue Heart

Blue bicolor 

Deep blue imp.

Grape Lavender Magenta

Magenta bicolor Magic Blue Magic Salmon 

Pink Pink bicolor imp. Red 

Violet Violet Bicolor White (P) 
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 GERANIUM UPRIGHT 

 colour
Pac Abelina darkred *     *
Pac Alma soft pink *    * 
Pac Alice purper    * * 
Pac Anthony red    *  *
Sel Arcona purple red *     *
Pac Blue Wonder bleu-pink      *
Pac Bergpalais salmon pink    *  *
Sel Cembalo darkred *     *
Pac Calais salmon    *  *
Sel Corali pink with red *    * 
Dolce Vita   NEW soft pink      *
Sel Ella   NEW purple white    *  *
Pac Emilia soft pink    *  *
Sel Fernando red      *
Pc Fireworks Pink lilac/pink      *
Pac Fireworks Scarlet red      *
Pac Fireworks White white      *
Pac Flower Fairy Berry purple      *
Pac Flower Fairy Rose pink      *
Pac Flower Fairy Velvet purper     * 
Pac Fl. Fairy White Splash white pink      *
Pac Glacis white *     *
Sel Goesta pale pink      *
Pac Greta lavendel blue *    * 
Pac Icecrystal lavender with eye      *
Pac Julia bright red *     *
Sel Loki salmon white edge *    * 
Sel Katinka   NEW white     * 
Sel Kate’13   NEW white deep pink eye *    * 
Sel Loki salmon white edge *    * 
Pac Melocherry purple red     * 
Sel Mona Lisa lilac-purple with eye      *
Pac Morning Sun orange    *  *
Pac Neona purper/neon *    * 
Mrs Pollock orange   *  * 
Pac Rosita pink *     *
Sel Sailing white, double *    * 
Pac Salmon Queen soft pink *    * 
Sel Samantha velvety red  *    *
Pac Samelia velvety red *    * 
Pac Shocking Pink lilac-pink  *    *
Vancouver Centennial orange   *  * 
Pac Victor Improved deep red    *  *
Sel Vineta lilac pink with eye *     *

 GERANIUM TRAILING 

 colour
Balcon Darkpink pink     
Balcon Lilac lilac   *   *
Balcon Red red   *   *
Balcon Pink pink   *   *
Decora Darkpink dark pink   *   *
Decora Lilac lilac   *   *
Decora Red red   *   *
Decora Pink pink   *   *
Mini Balcon Red red   *   *
Mini Balcon Pink pink   *  * 
Mini Balcon Lilac lilac   *  * 
Pac Amelit amethyst   *  * 
Pac Amy violet    *  *
Gf Blanche Roche white   *   *
Pac Dresdner Apricot salmon   *   *
Pac Evka red   *   *
Pac Happy Face Dark Red   NEW dark red   *  * 
Pac Happy Face Lilac   NEW lilac   *   *
Pac Happy Face Magenta   NEW magenta   *   *
Pac Happy Face Mex   NEW red white   *   *
Pac Happy Face White   NEW white   *   *
Pac Kate red   *   *
Pac Lilac lilac   *  * 
Pac Mexica Ruby white red edge   *  * 
Rouletta white red edge   *   *
Royal Light Pink light pink   *   *
Sel Royal Sweet Candy   NEW pink   *   *
Sel Royal Lavender lavender   *   *
Sel Royal Scarlet   NEW deep red   *   *
Sel Royal White white   *  * 
Pac Tommy dark red   *  * 
Pac Ville De Dresden white   *   *
Pac Vicky salmon  *    *
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 FUCHSIA GIANT FLOWER 
 colour
Bella Rosella Pink/ Purple
Blacky (P) Pink / Orange
Bicentannial Pink / Blue
Deep Purple White/ Lavender
Holly’s Beauty White/ Black
New Millenium Pink/ Orange
Peachy Pink/ Burgundy
Seventh Heaven Pink/ White
SnowBurner Pink/ Purple
Velvet Crush Pink/ Violet
Voodoo Pink/

 FUCHSIA UPRIGHT 
 colour
Beacon Pink/ Violet
Beacon Rose Pink/ Pink
Carmel Blue white/ Violet
Eden Rock Red/ Purple
El Camino Pink/ White
Garten Meister Pink/ Orange
General Monk  Red/ Purple
Goteborg Red/ White
Hawkshead White/ Pink
Karolle Orange/ Orange
Lady Boothby Red/ Purple
Lady Thumb Red/ White
Miss California Pink/ Violet
Mrs Popple Red/ Purple
Nice & Easy Red/ White
Patio Pricess Red/ White
Paula Jane Pink/ Fuchsia
Shrimp Cocktail Pink/ Pink
Spion Kop Red/ White
Spring Bells Red/ White
Tom Thumb Red/ Purple

 FUCHSIA TRAILING 
 colour
Annabelle White/ White
Blaze Away Pink/ Purple
Blue Eye Red/ Orange
Blue Satin White/ Blue
Cascade Pink
Dancing Flame Ornage/ Orange
Dark Eyes Red/ Purple
Genii Red/ Purple
Harry Gray White/ White
Jack Shahan Pink/ Purple
La Campanella Pink/ Fuchsia
Marinka Red/ Fuchsia
Multa Red/ Pink
Pink Galore Pink/ Pink
Pink Marshmallow Pink/ White
Quasar White/ Purple
Sir Matt Busby Red/ White
Swing Time Pink/ Purple

 CUPRESSUS 
Wilma

EUONYMUS
varieties: nr./case: 40
- Aureus  
- Gray
- Luna
- Marieke
- Microphylla
3 p.p./8.5 cm
Full trolley 1,400 pcs.

HEDERA (IVY)
helix  5-7 pcs./8.5 cm pot nr./case: 24
Green mix
Gold mix
White mix 
Full trolley 1,340 pcs.

HYDRANGEA (HORTENSIA)
- half grown/halfwas

 POTPLANTEN   TOPFPFLANZEN   POTPLANTS         HARDY FERNS

Vraag naar ons volledig assortiment!   Ask for our full list!



FICUS
benjamina ‘Alii’
benjamina ‘Exotica’
benjamina ‘Golden King’
benjamina ‘Natasja’
elastica ‘Tineke’
elastica ‘Robusta’

 PERENNIALS
  colour
 < Echinacea Panama Red (P) red
 Iberis hybr. Masterpiece (P) whie
 Iberis hybr. Pink Ice (P) pink
 Lavandula angustifolia Hidcote purple
 Lavandula angustifolia Munstead purple
 Lavandula stoechas Blue Star purple
 Lavatera Barnsley white
 Lavatera Bredon Springs pink
 Lavatera Burgundy Wine pink
 Lavatera Rosea dark pink
 < Erysimum Golden Jubilee yellow
 Erysimum Bowles Mauve purple
 Gaura lindh. Pink pink
 < Lithodora diff. Heavenly Blue blue
 Lithodora diff. Snow white
 Lithodora diff. Star blue/white
 Malva Park Alee cream
 Malva Primley Blue violet blue
 Phlox sub. Candy Stripe pale pink
 Phlox sub. Emerald Pink deep pink
 Phlox sub. Fort Hill pink
 Phlox sub. Purple Beauty purple
 Phlox sub. Red Wings red
 Phlox sub. Scarlet Flame scarlet
 < Scabiosa	columb.	Butterfly	Blue	 blue
 Scabiosa columb. Pink Mist pink

 POTPLANTEN     TOPFPFLANZEN     POTPLANTS
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 DAHLIA DREAMY
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Days - white

Flame - light red

Eyes - salmon

Kiss - purple

Nights - deep purple

Fantasy - purple/yellow

Lips - red

SunLight - yellowMorning (P) - purple/ rose

Double Dreamy (P) - gold Double Dreamy (P) - rose Double Dreamy (P) - lilac
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 EUPHORBIA
	 	 color	 flower
 MILII
 Hermes (P) white
 Neptunes (P) yellow / pink
 Venus (P) pink
 Vulcanus red

 LARGE FLOWERING TYPES
 GROOT BLOEMIGE TYPEN
 GROSS BLUTIGE SORTEN
 Athena (P) white
 Canary (P) creme / yellow
 Cardinal (P) red
 Hestia (P) red

  More information on demand 

  Meer info op aanvraag

  Mehr Information auf anfrage

Hermes (P) Neptunes (P)

Venus (P) Vulcanus Athena (P) 

Cardinal (P) Canary (P) Hestia (P) 
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 2022-2023
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 GENERAL CONDITIONS
of sale and supply of initial plant material of ornamental plant products,
as drawn up by Plantum NL and filed with the Chamber of Commerce at Gouda.

Article 1 Area of application
1.  These general terms apply to all offers, sales, de-liveries and agreements made by the 

seller re-garding plants and cultivation material of orna-mental plant products and plant 
material of nutri-tional horticulture products, including the sale and delivery of fertilisers 
and crop protection, etc. (hereinafter: products). Any terms of the buyer of any type and 
by any name are not applicable unless expressly agreed in writing.

2.  Divergent provisions must be agreed expressly and in writing. Inasmuch as they do not 
replace the provisions of these General Terms, they are deemed to supplement these 
terms.

3.  A copy of these general terms will be provided to the buyer by the seller, free of charge.

Article 2 Definitions
1.  ‘Seller’ refers to: the natural or legal person en-gaged in delivering products as indicated 

article 1, part 1, and concluding transactions regarding such products, in the broadest 
sense, including the purchase and sale of products, the rental and/or sale of products he 
has cultivated himself, reproducing flowers or plants.

2.  ‘Buyer’ refers to: the natural or legal person with whom the seller enters into any 
agreement regarding the products indicated in article 1, part 1. 

Article 3 Offers and prices 
1.  All offers are non-binding unless otherwise agreed in writing. An offer will be valid for a 

maximum of 30 days.
2.  The agreement is deemed to have been created by written confirmation of the offer by 

the buyer, unless the seller objects in writing within five days after the buyer has sent 
confirmation.

3.  If an agreement is created by the intervention of agents, travelling representatives and/or 
other in-termediaries, these will bind the seller once they have been accepted in writing 
by the seller. 

4.  Prices are exclusive of VAT and additional ex-penses, including: transport charges, 
packaging costs, cost of quality control and/or phytosanitary inspection, import duties, 
government and other official levies, and fees under growers’ rights and any other fees, 
unless otherwise agreed in writing. If no price is agreed on, the seller’s price in effect at 
the time of delivery will apply.

5.  The seller is entitled to adjust the price reasonably to a level to be determined by him, if 
his expenses have increased significantly since the price was set.

6.  Unless otherwise indicated, prices are in euro (€).
7.  If the buyer cancels the agreement, he will imme-diately owe 25% of the gross sale value 

of the products to be delivered as a cancellation charge. 
8.  In the event that the products in question prove to be unsaleable, or saleable only at a 

lower price, as a result of said cancellation, the buyer will be liable for any price differences 
and other damages incurred by the seller.

9.  Both parties are obliged to limit damages as much as possible. 

Article 4 Conditions of sale
1.  Orders for plants and/or cultivation material that is not yet fully grown at the time of 

purchase will be accepted subject to the normal cultivation average of good plant material 
with a good appearance.

2.  Partial or complete failure of the cultivation or harvest of starting material or partial 
spoilage during storage for any reason will release the seller from the obligation to deliver 
and his other obligations, unless attributable to gross negligence on the part of the seller.

3.  The seller is also entitled to assure a replacement delivery, which will occur on the same 
terms as originally agreed.

4.  If the delivery of a type that has been ordered is not possible for any reason, the seller will 
be entitled to deliver a type that is equivalent as much as possible or to cancel the order 
if the type ordered cannot be delivered, or the buyer does not accept a different type; the 
seller will endeavour to deliver a different type. 

Article 5 Delivery and transport
1.  Delivery is ex works unless otherwise agreed. On delivery, the risk of the products in 

question is transferred to the buyer with everything that is connected thereto.
2.  After consultation with the buyer, the seller will determine the delivery date. Delivery 

dates indi-cated are not considered deadlines. If a delivery date is agreed on, the seller 
will endeavour to maintain that date for delivery. If the seller cannot deliver on the agreed 
date or within the agreed period, he will inform the buyer as quickly as possible. After 
consultation with the buyer, the seller will determine the delivery date.

3.  If the buyer receives the products ordered before the agreed delivery date or period as 
indicated in part 2, the resulting risk is entirely for the buyer. 

4.  If the buyer receives or wishes to receive the products ordered after the agreed delivery 
date, the risk of any loss of quality resulting from longer storage will be entirely for the 
buyer. 

5.  If, after a certain storage period that may be con-sidered reasonable in view of the type 
of product, the buyer has not received the product and the risk of loss of quality and/or 
spoilage  of the products leaves no other option, the order will be deemed to have been 
cancelled by the buyer, in which case the buyer is obliged to pay the damage incurred by 
the seller as a result.

Article 6 Packaging/carts/pallets
1.  Single-use packaging will be charged at cost and returns not accepted .
2.  All packaging except single-use packaging re-mains the property of the seller.
3.  The seller is entitled to charge the buyer an agreed user fee for reusable packaging and 

other durable material, to be indicated separately on the invoice.
4.  The buyer is obliged to return the packaging to the seller at his own expense and in 

good condition, within 30 days from delivery or immediately after planting. If it has 
been agreed that the seller is to collect the packaging, the buyer must ensure that the 
packaging remains in good condition until the date indicated by the seller and store it so 
that the seller may collect it in a normal manner. 

5.  The buyer may not keep the packaging in use or allow it to be used by third parties.
6.  Carts, rolling containers, reusable pallets must be returned immediately unless agreed 

otherwise. It is not permitted for the buyer to use them for his own purposes or give them 
to third parties.

7.  In the event of damage to reusable packaging, carts, rolling containers, pallets, etc., 
the buyer is obliged to pay the cost of repairs or replacement and any additional rental 
charges resulting from late returns.

Article 7 Payment
1.  The seller is entitled to request an advance of 50% on the invoice amount from the buyer.
2.  Payment must occur within thirty days after the invoice date.
3.  The buyer is not entitled to reduce the purchase price he is to pay by any counter-claim he 

may make.
4.  The buyer is not entitled to suspend the fulfilment of its payment obligation in the event 

of a complaint he has submitted to the seller regarding the products delivered, unless the 
seller expressly agrees with the suspension in exchange for a guarantee.

5.  All payments will be made at the offices of the seller or by deposit or transfer to a bank 
account to be indicated by the seller.

6.  Payment must be made in euro (€) unless other-wise indicated on the invoice, in which 
the seller is entitled to charge rate fluctuations on to the buyer. 

7.  If the buyer does not fulfil his payment obligation in time, he will be deemed to be legally 
in default. The seller will then be entitled to charge interest at 1% monthly from the date 
that the buyer is in default of fulfilling the payment obligation indicated in part 2, with 
a partial month being counted as a whole month. The seller is also entitled to charge the 
buyer for the exchange rate loss incurred by the buyer’s default.

8.  If the buyer is in default or otherwise falls short in fulfilling one of his obligations, all 
reasonable charges in obtaining satisfaction, both legal and extralegal, will be at his 
expense.

9.  The seller reserves the right not to carry out, or no longer to carry out, orders or 
agreements if previous deliveries have not been paid for by the buyer or the buyer has not 
fulfilled or is at risk of not fulfilling his obligations to the seller. The seller is not responsible 
for any damage to the buyer as a result of not carrying out orders.

Article 8 Force majeure
1.  Force majeure refers to any circumstance outside the direct sphere of influence of the 

seller in which fulfilment of the agreement can no longer reasonably be expected. This 
may include strikes, fire, extreme weather conditions or government measures and 
disease and plagues, or faults in the material supplied to the seller.

2.  If the seller cannot carry out the delivery because of force majeure, the seller must inform 
the buyer of the circumstances in writing as soon as possible.

3.  In the event of force majeure, the parties will agree a change to the purchase agreement 
or complete or partial dissolution of the purchase agreement.

4.  If the parties cannot agree on a change or dissolu-tion within 10 days after the written 
notice of the circumstances in question, either of the parties may then turn to a judge.

Article 9 Unforeseen circumstances for the buyer
1.  In the event of unforeseen circumstances that are so serious that the seller may not reaso-

nably expect that the purchase agreement concluded will remain in effect unchanged, the 
parties will agree a change to the purchase agreement or complete or partial dissolution 
of the purchase agreement. 

2.  If the parties cannot agree on a change or dissolu-tion within 10 days after the written 
notice of the circumstances in question, either of the parties may then turn to a judge.

Article 10 Guarantees and complaints
1.  The seller guarantees that the products to be delivered on the basis of the order will 

comply with the requirements set out in the applicable regulations of Dutch testing 
authorities in effect at the time of concluding the agreement.

2.  The seller does not guarantee the genuineness of the products that are generally known 
to branch back.

3.  The seller does not guarantee the growth and blossoming of the products delivered.
4.  The buyer will at all times be provided with all requested cultivation information to the 

best of the seller’s knowledge and abilities, by or on behalf of the seller, but without any 
liability on the part of the seller.

5.  Complaints regarding visible defects, including those regarding the quantity, size or 
weight of the products delivered, must be indicated to the seller within two days after 
delivery and the seller must be informed in writing within eight days.

6.  Complaints regarding non-visible defects must be indicated to the seller immediately 
after detection (within two days at the latest) and the seller must be informed in writing 
within eight days. 

7.  Complaints must also be indicated to the seller at such time that the seller can check the 
plant material.

8.  A complaint must at least include:
 a. An extensive and precise description of the defect;
 b. The storage location of the cultivation material to which the complaint refers;  
 c. A listing of the facts on the basis of which it can be determined that the products 
delivered by the seller and those rejected by the buyer are the same.

9.  If the products delivered are rejected by the buyer under the terms of this article and the 
buyer and seller do not immediately agree on an amicable settlement, the buyer must 
then appeal to an independent, officially accredited expert who will compile an expertise 
report. The cost of the expertise report will be for the seller if the rejection is justified and 
for the buyer if it is not justified. The cost in question must be prepaid by the buyer in any 
event.

10.  Complaints regarding a portion of the products de-livered cannot give rise to a rejection 
by the buyer of the entire delivery. 

11.  The buyer is obliged to check the quantity deliv-ered of the shipment delivered, or have it 
checked, on receipt and to report a deviation in the quantity to the seller.

12.  Issuing a complaint does not suspend the buyer’s obligation to pay, regardless of any 
justification of a complaint.

Article 11 Liabilit
1.  All liability regarding non-timely delivery is hereby excluded, unless the ultimate agreed 

delivery date is exceeded by more than seven days.
2.  If the delivery date is exceeded by more than seven days, the seller must be given written 

notice, whereby the buyer set a reasonable period for the seller to fulfil his obligations 
nonetheless. 

3.  The seller is not liable for damage caused by force majeure as indicated in article 8, part 1.
4.  Compensation by the seller of any damage in-curred by the buyer in the event of a 

complaint submitted under article 10 will not be higher than the invoice value of the 
products delivered referred to by the complaint that proves to be justified, provided there 
is culpability or conscious negligence on the part of the seller.

5.  In the event of a partial failure of the harvest as a result of the products delivered for 
the buyer, the compensation owed by the seller for the damage incurred by the buyer 
will not exceed a percentage of the purchase price of the products delivered, which is at 
most equal to that portion of the harvest that has failed for the buyer. If, when damage 
is reported, the seller and buyer jointly or a third party determines the percentage of 
deviating, diseased or weak plants, this percentage will determine the seller’s maximum 
liability. The buyer is obliged to ensure that the damage as a result of de-viating, diseased 
or weak plants is limited as much as possible.

6.  Damage compensation may not be deducted by the buyer from any outstanding account 
payable to the seller and does not entitle the buyer not to pay the invoice amount, or not 
to do so by the invoice payment date.

Article 12 Transfer of ownership, retention of ownership and surety
1.  Notwithstanding the terms of part 2 of this article, ownership of the products is transfer-

red to the buyer at the time of delivery under article 5 of these General Terms.
2.  The seller will retain ownership of the products he has delivered and will retain or acquire 

ownership of the products arising form them until the agreed price has been paid in full 
by the buyer and the buyer has completely fulfilled all his other obligations to the seller 
on any grounds.

3.  If there is any doubt in the mind of the seller re-garding the ability of the buyer to pay, the 
seller will be entitled to defer performances until the seller has stood surety for payment 
or to terminate the agreement by cancellation, if the buyer has not provided surety for 
payment within fourteen days after being ordered to do so, notwithstanding the terms 
of article 4, part 1. In both cases, the buyer will be liable for the expenses incurred by the 
seller.

Article 13 Contractual protection or protection under growers’ rights of original 
species
1.  Starting material and plant material of species protected by a growers’ right applied for or 

granted in the Netherlands or any other country or by a contractual transfer provision may 
not be 
 a. used to produce or further reproduce the species,
 b. treated for the purpose of reproduction,
 c. brought into the realm of commerce,
 d. traded further,
 e. exported,
 f. imported, 
 or kept in stock for one of these purposes.

2.  The starting material delivered may be used by the buyer only to cultivate end products at 
the buyer’s business and may be used by the buyer only under the relevant species name 
and brand name if applicable.

3.  The seller is entitled to access to the business of the buyer or lots under the buyer’s control 
where the starting or plant material delivered by the seller is located to view and/or assess 
said material. The seller will inform the buyer of his arrival in a timely manner.

4.  The buyer is obliged to provide immediate access to his business and the crops to 
inspection authorities carrying out inspections on behalf of the owner of a protected 
species delivered to him. The buyer must also provide immediate access to his records, 
e.g., invoices, that are relevant to such inspection.

5.  If the buyer finds a mutant in the protected species, he must immediately inform the 
holder of the growers’ right  by registered letter. 

6.  At the written request of the holder of the growers’ right, the buyer will provide the holder 
of the growers’ right, within two months of receiving the request, with test material of the 
mutant, free of charge.

7.  The buyer is aware that the finder of a mutant, being a significant derived species, in the 
protected species, requires the permission of the holder(s) of the growers’ right regarding 
the ‘parent species’ to exploit the mutant.

8.  In particular, the buyer is aware that the finder of a mutant requires the permission of the 
holder of the growers’ right regarding the ‘parent species’ to carry out the actions indicated 
in part 1 regarding all material of the species, including harvested material (hence also 
flowers, plants and/or plant parts).

9.  The buyer is obliged to provide all co-operation desired by the seller, including co-opera-
ting in collecting evidence, in the event that the seller becomes involved in proceedings 
regarding growers’ rights or other industrial property rights.

Article 14 Dispute settlement
1.  Dutch law applies to all agreements to which these general terms apply in whole or in 

part.
2.  All disputes (even those deemed as such by only one party) regarding or arising from the 

agree-ments concluded between the seller and a buyer established abroad to which these 
General Terms apply may exclusively be settled by the Dutch judge who is competent in 
the area in which the seller is established.

Article 15 Applicability of the appendix
The parties may declare the ‘regulations on sup-plement percentages to be charged in the 
event of divergent germination percentages’ appended to these general terms to be applicable 
by agreement. The appendix will then be part of the agreement to which these general terms 
also apply.

Article 16 Final clause
If and inasmuch as any part or provision of these General Terms proves to be contrary to any 
com-pulsory provision of national or international law, it will be deemed not agreed on and 
these General Terms will otherwise bind the parties. The parties will then confer to arrive at a 
new provision corresponding as much as possible to what the parties intended.
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